
Catalogue
Stay secure and compliant with 
automated app update 
notifications and packages

BENEFITS TO
YOUR ORGANIZATION

Fast simple packages

Apptimized has carefully 
created the most 
popular applications to 
the most common 
requirements adopting 
industry best practice.

Update on time

Catalogue saves time as 
we 've done 
the hardwork for you, 
with new version 
releases available for 
download within 24 
hours of release, making 
the new functionality 
available immediately

Secured packages

Minimizes the risks of 
installing a malicious 
application on your 
company's computers, 
which can lead to the 
failure of the entire 
system.

Apptimized Catalogue - a database
of the most common business
applications and their packages,
updated within 24 hours of a
new release

Maintaining current software updates is

a timely task for your technical team. To

stay current you must either subscribe to

the individual update services from vender

source or carry out regular self-testing. Both

options are labourious, costly and not a full-

proof solution.

However, even once you've received the

new version notification, manually installing

the application on each individual device is

never a straightforward task. It can be

overcome with software packaging, but an

individual approach to each application,

customising settings and testing in the

environment adds significant effort and cost to

each package.
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Key Product Features

Top modern application

With more than 150 of the most

popular applications monitored by our experts, so

you don't miss any new version releases. Once

the announcement has been made on

the vender website, Apptimized will send out

notifications of the new version availability to you.

We aim to have all new releases

updated and packaged, ready for download

within 24 hours of release. Adopting this

approach means you can quickly update to the

new versions quickly across all

company devices, minimizing risk of exposure

to outside threats.

Zero vulnerabilities

However, before Apprimized releases new version

downloads, each application is checked for viruses

and malicious script, so no need to test before

installing. If Apptimized find potential vendor vuln

erabilities these will be available to view.

Package updates

Catalogue maintains over 30 of the most

popular applications, which are released for

installation within 24 hours after a new verion

release. Apptimized, with over 15 years experience

in software packaging, apply best practice to

the packaging process and the most

common technologies such as MSI and App-V.

Configure updates options

If the application has multiple branches,

the notifications can be set in such a way that

no release is missed for each of

them. Apptimized offers a fully

flexible notification system, allowing you to

assign notifications of new releases to

application owners or those responsible for

their monitoring. So as not to

be overwhelmed with notifications

for applications not in your estate, you can

select only those that apply to you.

Stay updated

Reports on your applications current status

and additional information being

monitored, can be downloaded straight

from Apptimized in a convenient format.


